Dust Bowl, Session 3

Note: Triumph is subbing for Rowen (Gramzon) at the beginning.

Sarachim:
Recap?
... damn, Nioca's afk, isn't he?
Eric:
Heh
Wybren:
We met up with the rest of the crew, fighting crabs on the way.
Doburn and Selika had a... difference of opinion about what to do.
We found out that we might not be in Kansas any more.
Doburn sent us to find some gobin workers who had left.
And Gramzon is alternately horrible and awesome at climbing trees.
(More details? Or just wait for Nioca to give us a good recap?)
Sarachim:
Heh, that's fine.
Xiriatl:
Anyway, when we last left off we'd just picked up the goblins' trail again, more or less.
Sarachim:
Gimme a sec, I'll quote the last few lines of the last session.
Wybren:
I catch my breath. "Half an hour of backtracking does seem... excessive..."
Sarachim:
(To clarify, you went slowly because you were looking closely at every tree on the way.)
Gramzon:
I climb the tree Eric spotted the signs of having been climbed. (Dex)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Wybren:
(right, of course.)
Leitha:
"I agree. I'm getting to the point now where I might just have to stick one of these guys even if they agree to come peacefully."
Gramzon:
I move from this tree to the next one. (Dex)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Eva Roe:
"At which point I'd have to light you up like a festival tree. Something's going on here. If the goblins are this desperate to ensure that no one follows..."
Eric:
"I am not too familiar with goblins or swamps. Does anyone know what sort of features the goblins would be making for as a good hiding spot?"
Sarachim:
As spectacular as Gramzon's last fall was, this one equals it. You think you feel the ground shake. Luckily, he's unhurt.
Gramzon:
I gasp for air.
Eric:
"It could be faster than trying to track them through all this."
Leitha:
"You know Gramzon, we can probably follow the trees from the ground..."
Eva Roe:
"Okay, lets try Patches again." I set Patches loose, hoping he can follow the scent.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Sarachim:
So there you are. Shall we begin?
Gramzon:
(DID Patches find the scent?)
Eric:
Ready.
Eva Roe:
(ready in a sec...)
Gramzon:
Yarr, cap'n.
Sarachim:
Patches runs back and forth between trees for a minute, seemingly confused. Then he returns, looking sheepish. You had not known a cat could look sheepish, but Patches pulls it off with ease.
Eva Roe:
(Is Xiriatl at full HP/Stamina?)
Sarachim:
No, he didn't rest because he was brewing potions and suffering from potion side-effects.
Eva Roe:
(Ah, right)
Xiriatl:
(... why do you ask?)
Eva Roe:
(I need a test dummy for my new spells. :-P )
Sarachim:
Gramzon, 16/20, 7/10
Eric, 18/18, 10/10
Leitha, 16/16, 10/10
Wybren, 14/14, 10/10
Xiriatl, 9/12, 7/10
Eva, 10/10, 10/10
Eva Roe:
Party, 81/90, 54/60
Gramzon:
(10 HP at effectively level 3; insane, Eva, insane)
Xiriatl:
(I love how I went from least wounded to (relatively) most wounded.)
Sarachim:
No, Nioca, you've got 7 total damage, not 9
Xiriatl:
(Entirely by setting myself on fire.)
Sarachim:
(And also not resting.)
Eric:
I search for more signs of the goblins. (Perception)
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Gramzon:
I use nature to search for clues to the goblins' passing.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Leitha:
I'll aid with perception
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Sarachim:
You don't see any more tracks on the ground, but there is a path they could have taken through the trees that starts with they one they climbed.
Xiriatl:
"Well, I hope all of that climbing practice you've been getting has paid off, Gramzon."
Eva Roe:
I silently flip through my spellbook.
Gramzon:
"You want me to climb another tree already?"
Wybren:
"Well, you do seem to enjoy it so..."
Xiriatl:
"This time, unfortunately, we may all have to climb some trees."
Eric:
I try to follow the goblin's path on the ground.
Gramzon:
I gallantly attempt to climb the tree where we spotted traces of the goblins.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Sarachim:
Now that he knows where to look, Eric follows easily along the ground.
Eva Roe:
I follow Eric.
Xiriatl:
I also follow along the ground.
Sarachim:Gramzon climbs the trees successfully.
Gramzon:
Seeing the others abandon me, I desist climbing and follow.
Sarachim:
Heh, okay.
Wybren:
I follow as well, keeping an eye out for snakes and other fauna.
Sarachim:
There are only a few possible routes they could have taken, and by watching for the signs of climbing you can trace the correct one easily enough. It dead-ends four trees later.
Gramzon:
"To climb or not to climb, that is the question..."
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. Where could they have gone?"
Xiriatl:
I look up into the trees and try to see if anyone, or anything, is in there.
Eva Roe:
Realizing we stopped suddenly, I snap my book shut and stow it away.
Eric:
I search the ground around the tree to see where they climbed down.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Gramzon:
I too look around.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Wybren:
I'll continue watching our backs.
Sarachim:
You can't see anything in the tree, but the tracks on the ground resume here. They head south-ish.
Wybren:
(South as according to the compass, or south according to the sun?)
Sarachim:
The sun.
Eric:
I head south.
Leitha:
I follow.
Sarachim:
Following the tracks, you mean?
Eva Roe:
Follow.
Gramzon:
Onward.
Eric:
Yes.
Xiriatl:
I follow the party.
"Careful, everyone. The goblins are making faster progress than us, I'm sure. If we meet up with them, it'll likely be because they're lying in wait for us."
Gramzon:
"Or because they ran into some sort of trouble themselves.  They might well need help.  Don't assume they're our enemies."
Eva Roe:
"They've got a larger group though. It'd seem to me that it'd take more time to move the goblins than it would us."
Sarachim:
You follow the tracks without trouble for another half-hour, until you come to a place where they split into two directions.
Xiriatl:
"I knew it. They've split up."
Gramzon:
"This is strangest group of goblins I've ever..." I trail off as I look at the tracks.
Leitha:
"Did they though, or did they want us to think that?"
Eric:
Does it look like one group is larger than the other?
Xiriatl:
"We should probably not do the same. If we can, I think we should see if they had a leader, and follow wherever the leader went..."
Sarachim:
You'd have to roll Nature or Perception to tell, Diki.
Wybren:
(Any sign of a fight, or anything else out of the ordinary?)
Xiriatl:
I stand where the tracks fork and cast Detect History on my immediate surroundings.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Gramzon:
I look around, particularly for any signs that one set of tracks is a decoy.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Eva Roe:
"Wait, Xiriatl, didn't you say that when you cast your location spell on the leader that it came up with two results?"
Gramzon:
"Huh.  Maybe I should climb a tree again..."
Eric:
Perception on the tracks.
OnlineHost:Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Xiriatl:
"I said there was more than one goblin named Forglung in the swamp. I don't know if he's the leader."
Xiriatl:
"Well, I can tell these tracks are definitely from the goblins. That's about it, though."
Sarachim:
The two sets of tracks seem to have come from roughly equal groups, you think. You can't really say. Neither looks fake.
Xiriatl:
"There were about 20 of them."
Eric:
"Which way do you want to go?"
Wybren:
(Which directions do the paths take?)
Gramzon:
I use my knowledge of nature to look any reasons one goblins might have been interested in either path (such as food or shelter).
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Sarachim:
(One goes west, the other south.)
Gramzon:
...
Sarachim:
Gramzon can't find any reason to prefer one path over the other.
Eva Roe:
"Something is seriously wrong here..."
Wybren:
"What's that?"
Gramzon:
I heft my spear.  "You mean right now?"
"Or just this whole weird scenario?"
Eva Roe:
"The whole scenario."
Wybren:
"Anyway, we've got a choice between following the coastline, or heading further into the swamp. I'd say splitting up is a bad idea, myself."
Eva Roe:
"These guys seems pretty desperate to get away, and it's making me wonder why."
Sarachim:
(You're several miles inland by now, so you can't actually see the coastline. South would only be following it if it didn't curve at all, which you don't know about except in a vague way.)
Gramzon:
"Not just desperate. Clever.  This doesn't seem the behavior of a bunch ignorant laborers. They're using every trick they can to throw off anyone following them. Like us."
Xiriatl:
"Possibly they found their agreement with the captain was no longer to their liking."
Leitha:
"Either way, the longer we stand around the further away they get. Lets keep heading south."
Eric:
I shrug. "South is fine."
Xiriatl:
"As good a direction as any, I suppose. If we round up a few of them, perhaps they can lead us to the rest."
Gramzon:
"It's as good as the other direction, based on what little we know."
Eva Roe:
"Lead on. But stay alert."
Eric:
"Perhaps the laborers met up with other goblins who live here, and that's why they left and know their way around."
Xiriatl:
"It is a distinct possibility."
Gramzon:
"We don't know any other goblins, or anyone, lives here, though."
Wybren:
I just shrug and keep walking.
Sarachim:
South or west?
Eva Roe:
"This island has been around for several millenia. Presumably someone else would have shipwrecked on it at some point and survived."
Wybren:
(South, along with the rest of the group -- right?)
Xiriatl:
"What we do know is that there is danger all around us. Perhaps we should keep moving." I follow the tracks to the south.
Gramzon:
I follow.
Eric:
I follow.
Sarachim:
You follow the tracks for a few minutes. You notice that, even though the swampy terrain isn't changing much, the tracks are getting easier to follow.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. They're not taking such pains to hide their tracks. Do they think they've lost us?"
Gramzon:
"Do they even know we're following?"
Xiriatl:
"They expected someone to follow, I'm sure."
Sarachim:
Are you still walking, or stopped to discuss?
Xiriatl:
Still walking, I think.
Eric:
Walking.
Gramzon:
Still walking.
Wybren:
(Yep.)
Xiriatl:
But keeping an eye out for danger.
Gramzon:
I look around carefully as I walk.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Sarachim:
The tracks continue without change for several minutes more. You notice the swamp plants are getting a little thinner.
Sarachim:
Roll Perception, please.
OnlineHost:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Xiriatl:
"I hope we're not walking into a goblin village..."
Eric:
(That was a thoroughly unnecessary roll for everyone besides Dintiradan.)
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
Sarachim:
(Heh.)
Wybren:
"Woah, stop everyone."
Xiriatl:
I stop.
Sarachim:
(Well, someone else might have critfailed. Then I could tell a joke. :P)
Eva Roe:
I stop as well.
Xiriatl:
"What is it?"
Eric:
I halt.
Wybren:
I look around for a long stick. "I think the ground gets boggy ahead."
Sarachim:
There are plenty of sticks around.
Gramzon:
"Different from the rest of this swamp?"
Xiriatl:
"I knew I should have prepared some Featherfall Brew last night..."
Wybren:
I grab one and move ahead slowly, prodding the path.
Wybren:
"More boggy, Gramzon."
Gramzon:
I use Nature to look for signs of quicksand or any such dangers.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Sarachim:
For the next few steps it's solid, but then it gives way suddenly to water. It's impossible to walk on, and too deep for your stick to reach bottom.
Xiriatl:
What happens to the tracks?
Sarachim:
The goblins' tracks stop about two feet from the dropoff.
Xiriatl:
Near a tree, or just in the middle of nowhere?
Wybren:
I look at the tracks. Can I tell if they fell in, or doubled back?
Sarachim:
You'd have to roll, Dinti.
Wybren:
(Perception)
OnlineHost:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Sarachim:
It looks like they stopped too soon to have fallen in. There's a tree close enough for them to climb it, but you don't see any signs of climbing like you did on the previous trees.
Gramzon:
I look for signs of a boat along the edge of the water.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Eric:
I look around to see if they doubled back or took a different path around the water.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Sarachim:
This would be a terrible place to launch a boat. The ground is only relatively solid, the water is so covered with mold you almost didn't see it, and there are low-hanging trees and thick brush all over the place. On the other hand, this stuff also means that, if they did launch one, you could easily miss the signs.
Xiriatl:
I stand near the end of the tracks and cast Detect History, spending a stamina point.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Sarachim:
You don't see signs of them taking another path around the water, but your search is hindered by not knowing exactly where the water ends.
Leitha:
"Unless anybody has any brilliant ideas, I'm all in favour of going back to where the tracks split... You know, just to save us hanging around here until sundown."
Xiriatl:
"Damn it all. They doubled back. All of them."
Gramzon:
I sigh.
Xiriatl:
"We're six hours behind them."
Eric:
"Back the way we came, then." I head back.
Gramzon:
"This is ridiculous!  What is going on with these goblins??"
Eva Roe:
"This is ridiculous."
I follow Eric.
Xiriatl:
"Don't rely on broken branches, either. They've been breaking them to throw us off their trail."
Xiriatl:
I follow the group back.
Gramzon:
I follow, keeping alert for signs of ambush.
Wybren:
"Huh. Well, let's walk and talk."
Sarachim:
You get back to the intersection without incident.
Wybren:
(How late in the day is it?)
Sarachim:
It's about noon.
Eric:
I head down the other path.
Eva Roe:
"If I could make my own way back, I'd be telling Captain Doburn where to stick it right about now..."
Eva Roe:
Still following.
Gramzon:
Before we take the 'other' path, I look to see if they are any signs the goblins double-doubled back the way we came.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Gramzon:
...
Sigh.
Sarachim:
You're positive they didn't.
Leitha:
(why are you sighing? thats a good thing)
Xiriatl:
(At least we're not rolling terribly any more.)
Wybren:
"Bad idea to upset the guy who's paying you, Eva. Or in this case, giving us a ride home."
Gramzon:
Gramzon moves forward with renewed confidence.
:)
Leitha:
"It was his stupid boat which got us into this stupid mess anyway."
Gramzon:
"The storm wasn't his fault."
Wybren:
"Yes, I'm sure the storm and kraken had nothing to do with it."
Sarachim:
You follow the tracks west. In this direction, the swamp trees get thicker, and start to form a canopy overhead. It's a little dark on the ground.
Xiriatl:
"This would be a good place for them to set up an ambush, if they wanted to..."
Leitha:
"Those things wouldn't have happened if we weren't on his boat, obviously."
Gramzon:
"Why ambush us when they're trying so hard to get away from us?"
Wybren:
"I don't... oh, nevermind." I keep looking about for goblins, or other fauna.
Sarachim:
At the base of a tree just off the track, you see an odd-looking mound of mud. It's about seven feet long, two high, and rectangular.
Xiriatl:
"We're in danger. I'd feel better if I knew exactly why."
Wybren:
"Huh. Something buried?"
Eric:
I halt.
Gramzon:
Nature: is there any natural creature that makes such mounds.
Wybren:
(Does it look recent?)
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Eva Roe:
I stop.
Xiriatl:
Do the tracks lead up to the mound?
Sarachim:
You don't know of any such creature.
They pass right by it.
It could be recent. In this soft earth, it probably wouldn't last too long.
Eva Roe:
"Could be a trap... I'd stay away."
Xiriatl:
"We could throw a rock at it and see if anything happens."
Wybren:
"Aw, I was just about to suggest poking it with a stick. Worked so well last time."
Leitha:
I grab a nearby stick, and keeping as far away as I can, drive it through the mound.
(D, you win :p)
Gramzon:
I look for path circling away around past the mound to get back to the tracks on the other side.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Gramzon:
...
Sarachim:
Leitha's stick drives easily into the mound for about six inches, then strikes something hand and unyielding.
Gramzon, looking for other paths, trips over a root and falls face-first into the mud. At least he wasn't in a tree this time.
Leitha:
I begin digging through the mud to uncover the hard and unyielding thing.
Gramzon:
I groan and pick myself up.
Xiriatl:
I stand back, just in case.
Sarachim:
After a minute or so of digging, Leitha gets to the thing she hit. It's bone.
Leitha:
Is that it? Just a bone?
Rowen returns and takes over Gramzon.
Sarachim:
Well, it's still mostly buried.
Gramzon:
Is the bone bleached?
Leitha:
"How comfortable are you guys with grave robbing?"
Sarachim:
(Hahaha, Nikki wins the session.)
Leitha:
"Or potential grave robbing?"
Xiriatl:
"Who would put a grave out here?"
Wybren:
"Huh. Usually, adventurers put people into graves, not dig them up."
Xiriatl:
"I suspect it was buried by an animal."
Eva Roe:
"And they made a rectangular mound?"
Xiriatl:
"A rectangular animal."
Leitha:
I keep digging, trying to uncover whatever under there.
Wybren:
"Well, I'm interested if nothing else. And if we find anything, it's not like the poor soul's going to need it."
Sarachim:
As you dig, you see that this bone is part of a skeleton. It's beginning to look humanoid.
Eric:
I help Leitha dig. "I'm not up for gravedigging, but this might be some sort of trap."
Gramzon:
I check the ground for tracks, taking my time to do so.
Sarachim:
The tracks keep going in the same direction. The grave is right beside them.
Eva Roe:
I follow the tracks further, scouting ahead.
Gramzon:
I look at the trees to see if anything has climbed them recently.  I take my time to do so while the others dig.
Sarachim:
After a few unpleasant minutes, you've unearthed a headless corpse. It's a weird corpse- it's almost all bone, but the little flesh on it isn't rotten.
Leitha:
"Did something eat this?"
Wybren:
"Looks like. Ugh."
Eric:
Can we tell what race it was?
Sarachim:
Not intuitively. It's probably not lacewing, unless it's a headless and wingless corpse.
Anything more than that, you'd have to roll something.
Gramzon:
"Don't mind me."  I stab my spear into the corpse's chest breaking the back bone.  (Take ten)
Eric:
"Um..."
Leitha:
Is there anything else with the corpse? Any jewelry, personal items, etc?
Xiriatl:
"Ugh. I suppose we should try to find out how this died, in case it's something that's still a danger to us." I lay a hand on the corpse and cast Detect History.
Sarachim:
Nope, just the corpse. Gramzon breaks its back on the third thrust.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Wybren:
"Okay, what on Mote are you doing, Gramzon?"
Xiriatl:
"After careful deliberation, I believe it was struck down by the Gods."
Sarachim:
Eva wanders off ahead.
Leitha:
"Bah. Gods who then ate it's flesh? Anyway, there's nothing here we can tak... nothing here we can do. Lets move on."
Eric:
I take ten to see what race the corpse was.
Gramzon:
"My grandfather used to tell me stories of walking dead.  He said that if you ever unearthed a grave that you need to break the corpse's back to keep it from getting up and punishing you for disturbing its resting place."
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Wybren:
Once I notice Eva's gone, I cup my hands around my mouth. "Oi, Eva, what are you doing? If a crab gets you, it's not our fault."
Sarachim:
Eric is able to use his knowledge of first aid to examine the corpse's anatomy. It was a goblin man.
Gramzon:
"Well, should we find out what happened to Eva?"
Eric:
"Well, it seems that the goblins aren't having it all their own way."
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. If it's a goblin, it may well have been buried recently. But then, what happened to its flesh?" Do goblins have a tradition of ritual cannibalism of the dead? Should I roll History to find out?
Sarachim:
If you want.
Eric:
I rebury the body.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Leitha:
"Maybe they haven't been hiding in trees and concealing their tracks to evade us, but whatever it was that did this?"
Wybren:
"Could have been attacked, perhaps. Must be more than just snakes here."
Xiriatl:
"I'm fairly sure I don't recall hearing any reliable accounts of goblins eating their dead. Something else ate this one."
Wybren:
"Hmm. Good point, Leitha."
Sarachim:
Eric reburies the body. It's slow work with his bare hands, but it gets done in time.
Wybren:
"So, um, remember to wash up before you eat anything."
Gramzon:
I pick up the tracks and follow them once the party is ready to move out again.
Leitha:
"And whatever it was either knocked it's head clean off, or bit it off. Either way, we need to be careful."
Eric:
I wipe my hands off on the bark of a tree for now.
Xiriatl:
I pull down some leaves to wipe my hands clean.
Sarachim:
You wipe your hands clean-ish. The vague dirty feeling of violating the dead doesn't wash off. :P
Wybren:
"Whelp, let's find out where our healer's wandered off to."
Leitha:
I nod, and follow the tracks/head to where Eva went"
Xiriatl:
I follow the tracks too.
Eric:
I follow.
Sarachim:
You follow the tracks, which Gramzon notes now include Eva's. Very soon, you come to a clearing with Eva standing in it.
In front of her, there's something like a post driven into the ground, but from here she's blocking your view of it.
Xiriatl:
"Eva!"
Gramzon:
Is she still alive?
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Sarachim:
Yes, she is.
Xiriatl:
(Well, that's an ominous roll.)
Gramzon:
I check the edges of the clearing for more tracks.  (Take ten)
Leitha:
I walk over to Eva. "Whats with the post?"
Eva Roe:
I jump again, startled further.
Sarachim:
As you enter the clearing, you see a round thing on top of the post.
Eva Roe:
"You nearly gave me a heart attack... Look." I point to the post.
Sarachim:
As you get close, you see it's a goblin's head.
Leitha:
"Haha, whoops."
Xiriatl:
"Well, that explains one thing."
Sarachim:
As you get up close, you see the post is actually a fallen limb from a swamp tree. The head was from a male goblin, recently dead. At the base there is a second, smaller branch, lying flat. There are words carved into it.
STOP IT
Xiriatl:
"I think something doesn't want the goblins poking around in the swamp."
"I think perhaps the same something would also object to our presence."
Leitha:
"Wait. You got that? I thought they were killing themselves horrifically to get us to stop following them..."
Eva Roe:
"That was my thinking too... Or perhaps they know we're following them."
Sarachim:
As you ponder this strange scene, you notice that the goblin was facing back the way you came.
Leitha:
"I mean, we've seen no other signs of life out here. And look, it was pointing at where we came from!"
Eva Roe:
"Does that thing look like a zombie to you?"
Xiriatl:"It's clearly a warning to anyone coming this way."
Wybren:
"I doubt they'd be killing themselves. But if this was a warning to the goblins, why wouldn't have they taken the head down?"
Gramzon:
Was facing back the way we came?  Is it facing another direction now?
Eric:
"They probably didn't want to stick around..."
Xiriatl:
"Perhaps it was placed here after the goblins passed by, and whoever it was thought there were more of them coming?"
Sarachim:
Okay, you pedant. It is facing the way you came. :P
Leitha:
"They stuck around long enough to bury the rest of this guy..."
Wybren:
"Hmm, okay."
Xiriatl:
"An interesting choice of words, though. 'Stop it'. Do you think there might have been other interlopers in here before the goblins?"
Eric:
History check: Who or what lives in the swamp and would do something like this?
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Xiriatl:
"Well, only one way to find out." I grab on to the post and cast Detect History, spending another stamina point.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Sarachim:
As you don't know where this swamp is, you are necessarily unacquainted with its history.
Leitha:
"Yeah. "Stay away" would've made more sense... what needs to "stop"?"
Gramzon:
"Anyone remember how to get back to the coast?"
Eva Roe:
I watch Xiriatl. "Don't burn yourself out. We might need some of that energy later."
Wybren:
"Shouldn't be too tough, Gramzon."
Xiriatl:
"This post... I'm sorry, I can't tell who placed it here."
Wybren:
I pat Xiriatl on the back. "Well, thanks for trying, at least."
Xiriatl:
"At least we know it must be something with reasonable manual dexterity. That narrows it down."
Leitha:
Do the tracks pass through the clearing? If so, which direction do they go?
Gramzon:
"'Stop it,' like it is something. 'It' might not be the goblins."
Eva Roe:
"Wait, there's a fast way to figure this out. If someone other than the goblins placed this here, shouldn't it have left tracks as well?"
Gramzon:
"Tracks go west still."
Sarachim:
They look the same as the tracks you followed to get here.
Eric:
"I guess if we're done here there's nothing to do but press on."
Gramzon:
"I didn't see any other tracks in the clearing then the ones that we have been following either."
Xiriatl:
"I grow increasingly uneasy about pressing on, to be frank."
Sarachim:
And yes, they keep going west, in a straight line.
Xiriatl:
"But I suppose there's nothing for it. We already know this swamp is a dangerous place."
Leitha:
"The alternative is to go back and tell the captain we were spooked by a head."
"I say press on. Come on."
Eva Roe:
"Well, we could just tell him something else."
Wybren:
"Yeah, let's keep going."
Leitha:
I lead the way west.
Xiriatl:
"That head didn't put itself on a post. But very well: we can continue, for now." I follow.
Eric:
I follow.
Eva Roe:
"Like, 'followed tracks into a bog where it appears the goblins drowned.' Something like that."
"But if you insist."
I follow.
Gramzon:
I hold back a second and scan the trees in the clearing.
Leitha:
"We do that Eva, and we're spending the next 6 weeks making a boat by hand. I'd rather not, thanks."
Sarachim:
The ground is pretty flat, and even the tallest tree is only about 40 feet. You could see farther than you would on the ground, but on the other hand, the canopy is thick enough around here that it might hide whatever you're looking for.
Wybren:
(sniped by Nikki)
Eva Roe:
"Ha. Not a chance."
Gramzon:
I follow after the others.  Keeping my eyes open for a tree that I could us as a look out.
Leitha:
"Oh, you discovered that flight spell then?"
Eva Roe:
"Not yet, but there's nothing that says we can't strike out on our own. Build a dinghy or something."
Sarachim:
Leitha leads the way west. The clearing recedes behind you, and you continue another hour without seeing anything but tracks. About then, you hear a faint roaring sound up ahead.
Eva Roe:
"Or better yet, walk."
Xiriatl:
"Does anyone else hear that?"
Sarachim:
Curiously, the track goes in an almost perfectly straight line now, without any diversions or tricks.
Eva Roe:
"Now that you mention it... yeah."
Wybren:
"Sounds like action up ahead." I pull out my crossbow and load it.
Gramzon:
I listen more intently.  What other noises can hear?  (nature.)
Xiriatl:
"Whatever it is, it speaks our language... should we try to communicate with it?"
Gramzon:
"Sounds like water."
Eric:
I stealthily move forward.
OnlineHost:
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Wybren:
(Duh, that kind of roar. Now I feel stupid.)
Eric:
(Or not so stealthily)
Sarachim:
Eric crashes heroically through an especially loud bush, and finds himself at the bank of a narrow, fast-flowing river. The rest of you follow more queitly in his wake.
Gramzon:
I continue onward.  Still looking to the trees for any sign of movement in them for for a tree that I can us as a look out.
Sarachim:
The tracks end at a fallen tree which crosses it.
Xiriatl:
"Well, it seems like they crossed the river here."
Wybren:
I sheepishly put away my crossbow.
Leitha:
I turn and shrug at the others, before crossing the tree to the other side.
(roll?)
Gramzon:
How wide is the river?
Xiriatl:
"Careful, it might be slippery. Does anyone have any rope?"
Sarachim:
The ground looks more open on the far side of the river, and firmer. It rises gently to a low hill. If you climbed a tree you might see further up and down the river, but not over the hill.
Yes, Nikki, roll.
It's about 20 feet wide here.
OnlineHost:
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Xiriatl:
"We should tie ourselves together, for safety."
Gramzon:
I look for the highest tree near the bank here and climb it.  (Dex)
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Wybren:
"Or at least toss Leitha the rope so we have something to grab as we cross."
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Leitha:
"Everybody wait!"
Sarachim:
Gramzon climbs successfully, but can't see anything special right away. Just more river to the north and south.
Xiriatl:
"What's wrong?"
Eva Roe:
I mutter something, then peruse my spellbook again.
Gramzon:
I climb back down.
Leitha:
"The sneaky little whatsits have trapped the log. It's got a wedge missing on the underside."
Xiriatl:
"So what does that mean? It may not support our weight?"
Leitha:"In other words, adventurer steps on tree, tree splits, adventurer dies."
"Or gets very wet and ends up much further downstream."
Xiriatl:
"Does anyone have any suggestions on how to cross, then?"
Eva Roe:
"Glottal stop. Damn." I snap the book shut and stow it away again.
Leitha:
"I thought Wybren would appreciate the dying thing. Hyperbole and all that..."
"We could make another bridge?"
Gramzon:
How fast is the river?  Big rapids or what?
Sarachim:
It's moving very fast, yes.
Leitha:
"Or. Wait... again."
I check the tracks - does it look like the goblins doubled back?
(perception:)
Wybren:
"Hah, thanks Leitha. Yeah, we could try to fell another tree. Anyone got an axe?"
OnlineHost:
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Sarachim:
Not so far as you can tell, but you're not positive.
(That was to Nikki, in case it was unclear.)
Eric:
"Gramzon, can you see an easier crossing spot anywhere?"
Gramzon:
I check the river for a place that might be better for crossing.  (Nature)
OnlineHost:
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Leitha:
"Does anybody have any rope or not?"
Gramzon:
"I do."
Sarachim:
Gramzon can see about 200 feet in each direction, and can't spot any obviously better crossing places. It's narrower and faster in some spots, wider and not as fast in others, but always rapid.
Leitha:
"Okay. Who's the lightest? Presumably the goblins crossed using that, so if somebody can get across and tie the rope to something strong, everybody else can just use that. Right?"
Gramzon:
"So, do you think we can tie the end of my rope to one of your bolts and shoot it across the river?"
Xiriatl:
"A bolt? Will that hold?"
Eva Roe:"I'm pretty light, but I'm not that swift on my feet."
Leitha:
(do we have a lacewing?)
Xiriatl:
"I could try."
Xiriatl:
(We do.)
Leitha:
(can they fly?)
Xiriatl:
(Poorly.)
Wybren:
"Ah, me, Gramzon? I could try with the bolt... no promises."
Sarachim:
(It's more of a sustained glide or enhanced jump, right?)
Xiriatl:
(I gather so.)
Gramzon:
"Won't hold anyones weight but if will get the rope across.  Then I can swim to the other side and tie it to a tree so everyone else can cross."
Xiriatl:
(It can soften a fall, but that's not much use in this situation.)
Leitha:
(good enough to skip the middle of the tree though, right? it'll hold weight at either end)
Eric:
"If you've got one end tied around yourself and the other tied to something sturdy on shore, we'll be able to haul you out should you fall in."
Xiriatl:
"Swim across? Have you seen the river?"
Sarachim:
(You could easily jump the wedge, but then you'd be landing on the tree again.)
Gramzon:
I pull out my rope and hand it to Xiriatl.
"Yeah, I've seen the river.  It could always be worse."
Xiriatl:
"Fine, I'll try it. Hold on to these for me; I don't want to lose them." I take off my backpack and belt pouch, hand them to Gramzon, and tie the rope securely around my waist.
Leitha:
"Okay, well unless anybody comes up with an axe, we have two choices. Somebody tries to make it over the tree with the rope, or we fire it with a bolt..."
Wybren:
(Inspiring tale on X when crossing)
OnlineHost:
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Gramzon:
"Umm, if you want to swim across you can but I didn't mean that you had to."
Sarachim:
Before Xiriatl starts, you all notice that Eva is holding an axe.
Xiriatl:
"I don't want to lose anything in case I do fall in."
Eva Roe:
"Someone wanted an axe, right?"
Gramzon:
"Okay."
Wybren:
"Probably best we don't try the bolt thing. Keep the other end on our side, that way we can haul Xiriatl in case he falls."
Xiriatl:
Once I'm confident that the rope is securely tied, I carefully make my way across, trying not to rest my weight on the part of the tree where the wedge is cut out.
Eric:
"Or we could just cut down a tree to make a sturdy bridge..."
Leitha:
"Wait Xir!"
Xiriatl:
"What?"
Wybren:
"Yeah, that sounds safer. Why didn't you speak up sooner, Eva?"
Leitha:
"We have an axe. We could try making a non-trapped bridge."
Eva Roe:
"Well, you seemed pretty set on crossing the log."
Xiriatl:
"You know it takes time to cut down a tree, right? And we're already at least six hours behind them?"
"But if you'd rather I didn't risk life and limb, I won't object too much."
Eric:
"Go for it, then."
Leitha:
"Gah! Gramzon. Find a big tree. Hit it with Eva's axe. Go."
Eva Roe:
I hand Gramzon the axe.
Gramzon:
I smile and walk to a tree that looks like I could walk on it and start chopping.
Eric:
"I'll take over once you need a break."
Xiriatl:
I untie the rope and get my gear back from Gramzon while he cuts.
Sarachim:
If you're trying to make it fall in a particular direction or anything, you'll have to roll.
Wybren:
"Wait, Eva, did you conjure that thing? We could have more than one person going at a time if you make another one."
Gramzon:
"Someone repack my rope for me too please."
Wybren:
I shrug and start coiling Gramzon's rope.
Gramzon:
Fall across the river pretty please. 
OnlineHost:
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Sarachim:
The axe is smallish, and looks even smaller in Gramzon's massive hands, but he makes up for it with the power of his strokes. The tree comes crashing down, and its top lands neatly on the far bank.
Wybren:
"Outstanding!"
Leitha:
"Great job!"
Gramzon:
(Big ass tree to reach all the way across)
Eva Roe:
"There we go."
Sarachim:
It's only 20 feet.
Gramzon:
"Thanks for the axe Eva."
Sarachim:
The river, I mean. The trees around here are mostly larger, including that one.
Eva Roe:
"No problem."
Xiriatl:
"We should still be careful. This one may not be trapped, but we could still slip."
Wybren:
(May we take ten as we cross?)
Sarachim:
Yes, you may.
Leitha:
I do so.
Eric:
I do that.
Eva Roe:
I take the axe back and stow it in my pack.
Xiriatl:
"We should go across one at a time and tie ourselves together."
Gramzon:
"I'll bring up the rear."
Sarachim:You cross slowly and safely.
Xiriatl:
"Well, that wasn't so hard."
Eva Roe:
"Patches... This would be easier if you weren't riding on my back..."
I finish crossing.
Xiriatl:
Do the tracks pick up again on the other side?
Eva Roe:
"Off, Patches! Off!"
Sarachim:
On this side, the ground is firmer. There are fewer trees, and the grass is taller. The bank rises to a low hill above your heads.
The tracks do pick up. They're a little easier to spot now.
Eva Roe:
"Well..." I brush myself. "Shall we?"
Leitha:
"Lets."
Wybren:
"Let's keep moving." I keep an eye out for our goblin friends.
Gramzon:
I look back at the other bank.  Anything of note that I can see from this side?
Eric:
I follow the tracks.
Sarachim:
Gramzon: nope, nothing special.
Eva Roe:
I follow Eric.
Gramzon:
I follow the tracks and the others
Sarachim:
You follow the tracks up the hill. From the top, you can see that you're at the edge of a grassland, which stretches across a range of similar hills. Beyond the next one in this direction, you can see a faint column of smoke.
Xiriatl:
"That must be the goblins. At least, I hope it is."
What time of day is it now?
Sarachim:
Mid-afternoon.
Xiriatl:
"Whoever it is, we should advance carefully. We won't have very much cover."
Wybren:
"Sounds good. And we should keep our hands off our weapons, for now."
Sarachim:
Are you still moving?
Eric:Yes.
Gramzon:
"Umm, I can't keep my hands off my spear unless I leave it behind."
Sarachim:
(Heh.)
Eva Roe:
"Hmm... This might be a good spot for that settlement Selika wants to build."
Sarachim:
After trudging through mud, the ground is refreshingly firm here. You make excellent time down this hill and up the next one.
Gramzon:
I still follow the others at the rear.  Keeping an eye out behind us.
Eric:
"Good thinking, Eva."
Sarachim:
Eva would make a good surveyor. At the top of the next hill, you can see a small village in the valley below.
There are about 30 buildings, most of which look like small houses. The smoke is rising from the chimney of the westernmost.
Xiriatl:
Is anyone outside?
Sarachim:
Not that you can see. You can't hear anyone, either.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. Very quiet. Almost too quiet."
Gramzon:
What does the space between the house look like?  Is it maintained or has it grown wild?
Sarachim:
It's wild.
Leitha:
"I'm going to have a closer look. Wait here."
Sarachim:
Wait, my bad, I misread.
The ground between you and the village is wild grassland. Between the houses, you can't make out much detail at this range, but it seems neat and regular.
Leitha:
I work my way down the hill as stealthily as possible.
Sarachim:
Roll it.
OnlineHost:
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Wybren:
I move back behind the crest of the hill, if we haven't done so already.
Sarachim:
You see Leitha, far out ahead, waving at you. Her hand starts high, descends, and repeats.
Gramzon:
I drop
Eva Roe:
Seeing Gramzon, I drop as well.
Xiriatl:
I do too.
Eric:
So do I.
Gramzon:
I keep watching Leitha and more so the village for anyone or anything outside.
Sarachim:
Leitha has stopped near the village's edge, still in the grass. Nothing else moves.
At least, you think she has. She's too stealthy to follow easily while on your stomach.
Gramzon:
Can I smell anything in the air that is out of place?
OnlineHost:
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Sarachim:
No, you can't.
Xiriatl:
(Hey, Sarachim, what do you have as my current memorised spell list?)
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Sarachim:
Uh, what was it last session? You haven't rested since then.
Xiriatl:
(I'll check the log.)
(Detect Magic, Vision, True Sight, Locate and Detect History. Good.)
I cast Vision on the house with smoke rising from it, trying to look inside.
OnlineHost:
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Eva Roe:
(back)
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Sarachim:
(Wait, Thuryl, you boosted Int. You get one more spell.)
(I'll even be nice and let you take it right now.)
Xiriatl:
(Yeah, I was wondering if I'd get that immediately or after I rested. :P)
Xiriatl:
(I'll take Instinct.)
Xiriatl:
"That house with smoke coming from it... there's someone in the front room, but I can't tell if he's human or goblin. It looks like he's asleep."
Eric:
"I wonder how Leitha is doing."
Xiriatl:
(Wait, no, Portent.)
Sarachim:
Patches takes off from the group at a run, and heads for the village.
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Leitha:
(oh cripes)
Gramzon:
Can I see Leitha from where I am at?
Eric:
I nudge Eva. "Your cat..."
Xiriatl:
(Yeah, I was looking at the wrong log. I took Detect Magic, True Sight, Locate, Detect History and Portent, so I kind of have to take Vision now. :v)
Eva Roe:
"I sent him down to check on Leitha."
Eric:
"Oh, good."
Eva Roe:
"I don't like sitting here not knowing what's going on... and a cat's likely to go unnoticed."
Sarachim:
(I'll have to watch you more carefully from now on. :P)]
You can't see Leitha now, but you might if you stood up.
Gramzon:
I crouch to see if I can see her then.
Wybren:
"Eva, you can't see what your cat sees, right?"
Gramzon:
I drop back down.
Eva Roe:
"No... but something's wrong."
Wybren:
"What's up, Gramzon?"
Gramzon:
"She's looking through the doorway of that house that was smoking."
Eric:
"You sure, Eva?"
Eva Roe:
"I'd bet on it..."
Xiriatl:
"We should follow her."
Gramzon:
How tall is the wild grass that is on the hill side that we are on?
Sarachim:
About 3 feet.
Eric:
I run towards the house with smoke rising from it.
Gramzon:
"Okay, we should be able to make it down the hill if we take our time...."
Xiriatl:
Since Eric's already blown any attempt at stealth, I run after him.
Gramzon:
"Oh, there goes Eric."
Sarachim:
Eric sees Leitha outside of the house, waving for the group to approach.
Eva Roe:
"Well, that's one way to do it." I run after Eric.
Gramzon:
I get up and follow the others.
Wybren:
"Meh." I follow the others as well.
Sarachim:
At a run, you'll reach Leitha in about 2 minutes. She's standing in an open doorway now, and seems to be talking to someone inside.
Xiriatl:
"Well, at least she hasn't started a fight."
I move closer and listen in on what's being said.
Sarachim:
You're getting there, but can't make out her voice over your pounding feet.
Eva Roe:
I slow down slightly, taking a closer look at my surroundings.
Gramzon:
I keep a look out in the village for movement as I run.
Sarachim:
The village is as empty as it looked from above.
You charge across a small lawn, and join Leitha in the doorway of the smoking house. She is speaking to a human man inside it. He looks angry, and a little scared.
(Main window, folks, it's a reunion.)
Eric:
I stay back and keep my hands out in the open to show that they're empty.
Wybren:
I follow suit.
Gramzon:
"Hello," I pant with a grin on my face.
Sarachim:
He is speaking to Leitha. "The rest of my village is dead."
Leitha:
"Dead? How? I saw the village. It's like people just disappeared."
Sarachim:
"Since that day, you are the first people I've seen. Care to explain your presence here?"
Leitha:
"I told you the truth - we were shipwrecked."
Xiriatl:
"We're out here looking for some members of our crew who have become separated from the group."
Gramzon:
I break away from the conversation and walk around the village slowly looking for tracks of the goblins.  (Take ten.)
Sarachim:
"Your crew?"
Eva Roe:
"Sir, we don't mean you any harm. We come in peace."
Xiriatl:
"From the ship. We need them to make repairs so we can continue our voyage."
Sarachim:
"Describe these lost shipmates."
Xiriatl:
"Goblins. About twenty of them, although we already know that at least one died in the swamp."
Sarachim:
He frowns even deeper, and seems to crouch slightly. "A band of goblins came through yesterday. They killed everyone while I was away."
Leitha:
"The goblins killed everybody? Whilst you were away?"
I slyly flash a look of disbelief at my companions.
Sarachim:
"Yes. I counted the bodies. Nobody was missing."
Eric:
"Where are the bodies?"
Wybren:
I nod slightly at Leitha.
Xiriatl:
I cast True Sight, trying to do so unobtrusively, and look very carefully at the man.
OnlineHost:
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Gramzon:
...!!!
Sarachim:
He turns on Eric. "The resting places of our dead are sacred. I will not let you finish your companions' work of looting them. I killed them all, and there aren't nearly so many of you."
Wybren:
(These dice...)
Xiriatl:
"What kind of a man are you...?"
I take a few steps back. "Are you even really human?"
Wybren:
I hold up my hands. "Easy friend, we have no ill intentions." I try to ease tensions.
Eric:I try to wave Gramzon back towards the group.
Wybren:
I then look at Xiriatl in surprise.
Sarachim:
Roll Composure to defuse the situation, if you want.
Dinti, I mean.
OnlineHost:
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Sarachim:
The man does not calm down, but doesn't explode either. "Yes, I am in disguise now. I am an illusionist. I used my magic to avenge my family, and I am using it now to defend myself."
Xiriatl:
"You have killed twenty crew members from a ship on an urgent mission. Do you understand the consequences of your actions?"
Leitha:
"We are not attacking! You do not need to defend yourself from us!"
I shoot a warning glance at Xiriatl
Sarachim:
"They were savages. If they are your crewmates, you are my enemy. If they are not, then we have little to discuss."
Eric:
"Where are the bodies of the goblins?"
"Once we know what happened to them, then we can leave you in peace."
Sarachim:
"Burned in the swamp. You will not resurrect them."
Eric:
"Show me their ashes, then."
Leitha:
"...you left the warning?"
Xiriatl:
"We found a head on a pole in the swamp. Was that also your doing?"
Sarachim:
". . . no. I am not a savage."
"If you have nothing to do but interrogate me, I suggest you go back to where you came from. Your rescue mission has failed. There is no reason to remain."
Gramzon rejoins the group.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. So, your story is that these goblins came here, killed the rest of your village, and looted its graveyard, at which point you came back and killed them all?"
Wybren:
"I'm sorry, I'm missing something." I look at Leitha, then back at the man. "What exactly did the goblins do?"
Sarachim:
". . . story?"
Eva Roe:
"Sir, I apologize if we seem forward. We're simply trying to piece together a rather nonsensical puzzle here."
Xiriatl:
"I had thought the goblins might have run a bit wild, but this seems... uncharacteristic."
Gramzon:
I look around for the cat.
Sarachim:
The cat is right here.
Eric:
"See anything?" I whisper to Gramzon.
Gramzon:
(Whisper) "This place is not...right."
Leitha:
"What seems to be puzzling me is that there were no signs of struggle. Chairs were left neatly placed under tables. There was no blood, no real signs of battle. It's almost like the goblins were allowed to kill the villagers. If indeed they did."
Sarachim:
"You want to make sense of a puzzle? Here is one. Say you return to your home, and find your wife, your children, your whole world dead and piled in a heap. Say you find goblins searching them for any valuables they may have missed on their rampage. Now, what would you do to them?"
Gramzon:
"Its getting late.  Could we use a near by house to sleep in for the night please?"
Sarachim:
"No. Leave."
Gramzon:
"Wow, that happened here?"
Xiriatl:
"You say you are an illusionist. If I may ask... how did you kill them?"
Sarachim:
"They were stupid and easily fooled. I lured them away one and two at a time."
Xiriatl:
"And then you dragged all their bodies all the way into the swamp, just to burn them?"
Gramzon:
"But, where are all the tracks then?  The blood?"
Leitha:
I cough lightly.
Sarachim:
He takes half a step toward Xiriatl, and his frown deepens. "I was angry."
Leitha:
"We're getting nowhere. Lets leave."
Leitha:
I stare pointedly at Wybren.
Eric:
"I agree."
Eva Roe:
"That's probably for the best."
Sarachim:
"Go directly back to your ship. I will be watching."
Gramzon:
I look back into the village for any sign of a fight that took place here.
Wybren:
I start to say something, then stop when I see Leitha looking at me. "I'm sorry to hear of your loss, sir."
Sarachim:
"Thank you. Finally, some civilization."
Xiriatl:
I step back, putting one hand on my sling and the other on my flask of alchemical fire in my belt pouch. "I am an alchemist of the Cynosural Brotherhood, sworn to seek only the truth in all things. And I am not leaving until I have found the truth."
"And at the moment, I don't think you're telling me the truth."
Sarachim:
"The Cynosural Brotherhood?"
Eva Roe:
"Oh, and... you may want to watch yourself. I can't be certain, but if my hunch is right... the goblins didn't do- Xiriatl, what the nether are you doing?!?"
Eric:
"You found it. Let's go." I grab Xiriatl and drag him away.
Xiriatl:
"If the goblins are all dead, and they were your only enemies, why would you still be disguising yourself?"
Sarachim:
"Answer me. What is this brotherhood? What are you really after?"
Eva Roe:
"Because, you know, he's the only person out here."
"Oh.”
Wybren:
"I apologize for my friend, sir. But the little we knew of the goblins... they didn't seem like savages, sir."
Eva Roe:
"Wait."
Leitha:
"Xir. Eva. Come on. Now."
Wybren:
"Is there anything in the swamp that could have... turned them like this?"
Sarachim:
He is looking silently at Xiriatl, and ignoring your other questions.
Xiriatl:
"You know more than you're telling us, and you are more than you're revealing to us."
I take another step back. "If you want us to trust you, show yourself for what you are."
Sarachim:
"You are strangers in my home. I have told you more than you are entitled to, and you have told me less. If you would remain my guest, answer me first."
Xiriatl:
"I am an alchemist sworn to seek truth in all things, and I have come upon a liar who perverts magic to obscure the truth."
"That is all."
Leitha:
"We're leaving. Now. Anybody who disagrees is welcome to be dragged. COME ON."
Sarachim:
"You knew I had disguised myself. How?"
Wybren:
I stand there helplessly, desperately trying to think of a way to defuse this situation.
Xiriatl:
"I have had much training in seeing and understanding things for what they are. What does it matter to you?"
Sarachim:
"Divination?"
Eva Roe:
I stand there, rather at a loss.
Xiriatl:
"Some call it that."
Wybren:
"Sir, there are others who use the arcane arts of illusion for ill rather than good. My friend is just being cautious."
Sarachim:
"Well, that is something. Maybe we can help each other in some way. Will you come in, and let me repay your confidence?"
Xiriatl:
"First, tell me who you are and what you want."
Gramzon:
"I would be willing to enter and share in your hospitality if you allow it."
Sarachim:
"As I said, I'm an Illusionist. My name is Survi. I wish to know why these goblins killed my family, and it sounds like you can help."
Leitha:
whisper to Wybren: "He's lying. Clearly. He was chasing the goblins through the swamp, and the houses weren't battle-torn. One even had hot ashes in the oven. He's lying, but he could also easily kill us. We need to leave. Now."
Xiriatl:
Is the illusionist still standing inside the house?
Sarachim:
Yes.
Xiriatl:
Does the door open in or out?
Sarachim:
Out.
Xiriatl:
Is anyone else near the doorway?
Gramzon:
"Well, I am Gramzon the Firebreather.  Pleaser to to meet you Survi the Illusionist."
Sarachim:
I think you guys are clustered around the outside of the door, since Leitha explicitly didn't enter and nobody else said that they did.
Eva Roe:
"Sir, with all due respect, it'd be a little easier to consider accepting your hospitality if you weren't preparing to fire a spell on a moment's notice."
Wybren:
I nod as slightly as possible. "Sir, we've intruded on your grief enough. We should head back and inform the other crew how the goblins went rogue."
Sarachim:
"You too, Gramzon. You've got better manners than your shipmates. Care for some tea?"
He looks at Eva, and relaxes. "Fair enough. I was frightened of you."
Gramzon:
"Yes, thank you."
Eric:
"Sliros help us all." I mutter.
Eva Roe:
"Thank you."
Leitha:
"Just a question!"
Xiriatl:
"I wouldn't if I were you, Gramzon. I think we could all do with some fresh air, don't you think?"
Leitha:
"The goblins passed yesterday, correct?"
Sarachim:
He resumes frowning. "Yes. You doubt m-" he stops, and his eyes go wide.
"They're coming back!"
Wybren:
I get ready to do a Discordant Chant.
Xiriatl:
"What?"
Eva Roe:
"What?"
I turn around, scanning the area.
Gramzon:
I don't look around but keep my eyes on Survi.
Sarachim:
A moment later, you hear it. War cries, coming from behind the house across from this one. A moment later half a dozen goblins round the corner, see you, and charge.
Gramzon:
Hearing the cries I turn and face the goblins.
Xiriatl:
"He's an illusionist, you fool!" I stand my ground.
Leitha:whisper to Xir: "Didnt you say the goblins were 6 hours ahead of us...?"
Wybren:
"I beg forgiveness if I'm wrong about this, but--" I bellow out a discordant chant at Survi (2 stamina)
OnlineHost:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Xiriatl:
(whisper) "Yes. This morning, they were still in the swamp."
Wybren:
(Noooooooo!)
Eric:
I pick up a rock and hurl it at Survi's head.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Sarachim:
One moment.
Xiriatl:
"Everybody, stand clear of the doorway!"
Gramzon:
I move to where I can keep an eye on Survi and the Goblins at the same time.
Sarachim:
One sec, grid coming.
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Xiriatl:
Do we pick numbers now? I'm #6.
Sarachim:
There we go. Pick numbers.
Eva Roe:
3
Eric:
5
Leitha:
I'll be 2
Wybren:
I'm standing next to Leitha, so 3
Eva Roe:
Erm.
Eva Roe:I'm 3.
Leitha:
(what's "s"?)
Sarachim:
Survi
Xiriatl:
(Survi)
Leitha:
Oh. Duh.
Sarachim:
d's are doors
Eva Roe:
I fire a flameburst at... um... X0, where x is the middle of the goblins (the letters aren't showing up for me correctly because your name is on the same line).
Sarachim:
Wybren lets out an terrifying, unearthly wail. It stuns all but Eric, whose rock strikes Survi in the head.
Xiriatl:
Do I have a clear shot with my sling past the rest of the party?
Gramzon:
"Well have tea after this Survi."  I turn and charge to G9 letting out a deep rumbling roar that shows my fangs.
Eva Roe:
(Wait, did we lose our turn because of the stun?)
Sarachim:
Thuryl, yes.
Nioca, it's only a penalty to hit. Sorry, bad word choice.
Eva Roe:
(Oh, okay. Roll then)
Xiriatl:
"Everybody stay out of the house!" I sling a vial of Toxic Gas into the house, aiming to land it at Survi's feet.
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Wybren:
(sniped, what Sarachim said.)
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Leitha:
As soon as Xiriatl throws the vial, I slam the door shut, and press my weight against it.
Gramzon:
I take up a defensive poster with the goblins at the business end of my spear.
Leitha:
"Honestly, the next time I subtly ask you all to retreat because he's a lying murderer capable of killing us all, please tell me not to bother."
Sarachim:Eva's flameburst hits several goblins, and Gramzon cleaves his neatly in half. Just as he does, though, the vanish in puffs of greenish smoke.
Leitha:
"Idiots, the lot of you!"
Sarachim:
Xiriatl throws, and Leitha slams the door. Brace for enemy turn.
Gramzon:
I roar in frustration.
Wybren:
I rub my ears in pain. "No -- no arguments there."
Sarachim:
A bolt of flame smashes through the closed door, narrowly missing both Leitha and Xiriatl.
Sarachim:
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Sarachim:
That's not cut off. You can't see through the door.
Xiriatl:
"We can't keep him in there forever. What are we going to do now?"
Eric:
"How long before the toxic gas wears off, Xiriatl?"
Leitha:
"Well you're against going in. What exactly is he?"
Leitha:
"And what'll happen if I do go inside?"
Wybren:
I pull out my crossbow and move away and to the side. "Sorry, everyone!"
Gramzon:
I run around the house to the side door that was shown on the first grid.
Xiriatl:
"Depends on how long it takes to disperse and what kind of creature he is. You don't want to go in there right now, though. Uncontrollable coughing, eye irritation, possible projectile vomiting, the usual."
How big is the hole in the door made by the firebolt?
Wybren:
"That usually almost always doesn't happen!"
Sarachim:
That's not a side door, Rowen. It's an interior door.
Leitha:
Those doors are inside the house, rowen, not e...sniped.
Gramzon:
Oh.
Sarachim:
About two inches in diameter.
Gramzon:
Windows?
Sarachim:
None.
Eric:
"Can you get a bolt through that hole, Wybren?"
Gramzon:
How thick was the door when it was open?
Xiriatl:
So big enough for me to throw a potion through, but not big enough to see where I'm aiming?
Sarachim:
A deep, rumbling voice comes from every direction at once. "I ha*cough* I have your friends prisone*coughcough*"
Wybren:
"Sure Eric. All you have to do is ask him to stand behind the hole!"
Sarachim:
Thuryl, yes. Rowen, about an inch and a half.
Xiriatl:
"So they are alive. Tell me what you've done with them or I burn down this house."
Wybren:
"I mean, I could give it a try, but at best I'd get one shot in."
Sarachim:
There is no answer.
Also, the house is made of stone.
Xiriatl:
Well, damn.
Leitha:
(...or is it?)
Triumph:
(Illusionary boar FTW!)
Gramzon:
I walk to the door.  (Whisper)"I really wish Survi was trustable.   Want me to go in first?"
Eric:
"Why don't we hold our breath, open the door and take our shots real fast, and then close it again?"
Xiriatl:
"Sounds like a plan to me."
Wybren:
"Pretty sure he'll be waiting and ready to fire stuff back at us."
Wybren:
"Like, actual fire."
Xiriatl:
"What choice do we have? He can blast us through the door anyway!"
Leitha:
"Okay, on 3?" I say really loudly, but hold 2 fingers up.
Sarachim:Another bolt of fire bursts through the door, but misses you all.
Wybren:
I move into position and ready a bolt.
Leitha:
"1..."
Eric:
I pick up another rock.
Eva Roe:
I move into position, readying a spell.
Leitha:
I grab hold of the door handle and prepare to open and close it as quickly as I can.
Leitha:
"2..."
Leitha:
I open the door.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Wybren:
(1 stamina) I aim and fire.
OnlineHost:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Eric:
I throw the rock.
Sarachim:
What was that roll, Diki?
Eric:
(Rock)
Eva Roe:
I fire a Flameburst inside.
Xiriatl:
I load my sling with alchemist's fire and launch it straight at Survi, if I see him.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Sarachim:
I'm sorry, you have to roll AFTER you declare an action.
Leitha:
That all?
(as in, everybody moved?)
Sarachim:
Well, opening the door is not a full-round action.
Gramzon:
(I have nothing to throw other then my spear.)
Eric:
Yeah, I thought it was fairly obvious I was attacking and then realized it might not have been.
Wybren:(Rowen still needs to go, I think.)
Leitha:
Yeah I know. I want to wait until everybody acts before closing it, cus that'd suck :p
Sarachim:
Fine, take the 3 if you want. :P
Eric:
Okay, fine. I'll reroll. (Watch me roll a 1.)
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Wybren:
(Actually, the 3 was a first aid roll on Survi...)
Gramzon:
Umm, I dash inside while the door is still open.
Sarachim:
Leitha throws the door open. You can't see much through the gas, and you can't see Survi.
Sarachim:
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Sarachim:
g=gas
Wybren:
(So, since he wasn't there, we don't fire? Or are we trigger happy?)
Sarachim:
I thought Eric, Eva, and possibly Wybren were firing blind. If I'm wrong, correct me.
Xiriatl:
"He's in there somewhere."
Wybren:
(Eh, I'll fire blind, why not.)
Eva Roe:
(Definitely firing blind)
Xiriatl:
"We just have to wait for him to come out."
Eric:
(Yeah, firing blind.)
Sarachim:
All right. All three missles vanish into the murk. If you hit, you can't tell.
Xiriatl:
I move to O7 and keep my alchemist's fire ready.
Sarachim:
Another bolt of fire comes flying out of the murk, and hits Xiriatl for 4 damage.
Eva Roe:
(So I've got another turn now, or was the blind firing the turn?)
Sarachim:
That was the enemy turn, go again.
Gramzon:
(Did I get inside?)
Sarachim:
Yes.
Sarachim:
Let me fix up the grid for this round.
Sarachim:
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Sarachim:
The gas disperses a little. You can tell Survi's not in here.
Gramzon:
I move up the right wall while crouched to M3 and look into the door on the right hand side. 
Wybren:
I look at the gas in hesitation. "I think singing would be out of the question in here..." I step inside once I get a chance and hold my breath if need be.
Eva Roe:
I cast Healing on Xiriatl, muttering darkly about something.
Xiriatl:
"Are there any other exits to this house?"
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Leitha:
"None that I saw on the surface."
Xiriatl:
"Then all we have to do is stand outside and wait."
Gramzon:
"I didn't see any other exits from this house when I was outside."
Eric:
"Or go in after him, seeing as how the gas is starting to disperse and he can hit us from out here."
Xiriatl:
"So don't stand in front of the door!"
Eva Roe:
"In case you haven't noticed, he's firing Evocation spells. He may have something to protect him from the gas. Or, failing that, just blast a new door out the rear of the house."
Sarachim:Eva heals Xiriatl for 4, no stamina cost.
Xiriatl:
"So your solution is to fight an illusionist in his own house?"
Gramzon:
Can I see into the room on the right?
Wybren:
"I'm with Xiriatl on this one."
Eva Roe:
"If he's a strong one, we're already screwed and we don't know it yet. If he's not, then the worst he can do is some simple trickery."
Sarachim:
Gramzon opens the door at M3 and peeks in. It looks like an empty closet of some kind.
Gramzon:
Can I move to J2 and open that door also this turn?
Eva Roe:
I run into the house to H4.
Sarachim:
Yes, but that would be all.
Eva Roe:
Holding my breath as I do so.
Gramzon:
I do that then.
Eric:
On a hunch, I throw a rock at the area I can't see very well at K5.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Xiriatl:
"If you insist on going in, you should know that the house has five rooms!"
Sarachim:
Beyond J2, you see a bedroom. It's dark, but you're pretty sure Survi's not in here either.
Gramzon:
"These rooms are clear."
Leitha:
"5? There are only 3 doors."
Xiriatl:
"I saw it clearly. There's a fifth room somewhere."
Wybren:
"Okay, mages, invisibility would be a power of illusionists, right?" I move back to the door, make sure nothing can sneak past me.
Wybren:
I continue facing the room, crossbow at ready.
Sarachim:
Eric's rock lands harmlessly.
Anyone not go yet?
Leitha:
I peer into the main room, from outside, trying to spot any sign of Survi(perception:)
Xiriatl:
I'm still waiting outside for anyone to come out, at least until I'm called in.
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Leitha:
"He's hiding in the gas! Be careful!"
Wybren:
If I can spot where he is, I let off a shot (Perception)
OnlineHost:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Sarachim:
You can't.
Leitha:
"He's directly between this door and the one opposite, closer to that door than this. If he moves to stay concealed, he'll move forward or to the left, so aim there."
Wybren:
"I'll... try."
"Hiding in the gas? All the more reason to suspect he's not human..." I move to J9 or thereabouts and keep watch on the main room.
Wybren:
"He was coughing earlier, so he has to breathe, at least."
Xiriatl:
"Assuming that wasn't one of his tricks."
Triumph subs for Rowen again.
Eva Roe:
"Funny how paranoia can do this..."
Sarachim:
Xir moves to J9.
Wybren, taking an action?
Leitha:
(shoot! straight ahead!)
Wybren:
Just readying to shoot if I can get a good shot off.
Sarachim:
Okay. Xiriatl, you done?
(Also, Dinti, does that mean you're readying an action to fire as soon as you see him, or just that you're waiting?)
Xiriatl:
I've got a clear shot to where Leitha said Survi is, right?
Wybren:
(the former.)
Leitha:
I’ve told you exactly where he is, D. :p
Sarachim:
No, you've got teammates in the way.
Xiriatl:
I'm done for now, then.
Sarachim:
Okay, one sec.
Survi appears suddenly in the center of the room, and begins to fire another firebolt. As you brace for impact, it explodes anticlimactically in his face. He shimmers for a moment, and appears to split into three. One of the three Survis runs through each of the three interior doors.
Xiriatl:
"What do we do now?"
Sarachim:
Wybren, acting fast, pegs him with a crossbow bolt before he splits.
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b=bed
Eva Roe:
"I've got the left!"
Wybren:
(Don't have to roll?)
Xiriatl:
"Don't split up, you fool! That's what he wants!"
Gramzon:
(I'm 1, right?)
Sarachim:
I rolled for you. You hit. :P
Yes, Triumph.
Wybren:
(woot)
Sarachim:
You still can't see past the two left doors.
The three doors slam shut as Survi (or his illusions) pass through.
Eva Roe:
I enter through the left door, moving to F8.
Leitha:
"Everybody stick together!"
Sarachim:Eva passes through the door, and sees it's a kitchen. No sign of Survi.
Wybren:
"Again, shouldn't we stick by the front door? He may just want to escape."
Eric:
"Someone should stay by the door. Other people can try to locate him if they want."
Eva Roe:
I cast Resiliency on myself as I cast a cautious eye about the room.
Xiriatl:
"Has anybody found the fifth room yet? If there are no doors... well, who's good at finding secret passages?"
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Leitha:
"Well, I was implying that they shouldn't rush off into the house rather that us all traipsing about, but sure."
Gramzon:
"Xiriatl, I'm really really thinking maybe you start setting things on fire, after we clear out," I call loudly.
Sarachim:
There's a wall cutting the west area in half, with a door in it. Only Eva sees it.
Leitha:
(the northern room has another door, so presumably thats the 5th room)
Wybren:
"Well, I can stay by the door. Best that way, actually, since I'm horrible at melee."
Gramzon:
I kick in the door that I'm standing beside, and look around carefully.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Rowen returns.
Xiriatl:
"After we enter, keep the front door closed, in case he's invisible when he tries to leave."
Sarachim:
It's still a bedroom. He's not here, either.
Leitha:
I head to m8 and open the door cautiously.
Xiriatl:
I move to K9 once the doorway is clear.
Sarachim:
I think Gramzon got that door already, Nikki
Eric:
Stealth:
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Eric:
(There's that one.)
Xiriatl:(*slow clap*)
Leitha:
(gramzon is 1, at j6, right?)
Wybren:
(Eric is particularly stealthy today.)
Sarachim:
J7, actually.
Leitha:
(okay, so im not being clear. I meant the right door. the one at m8)
Sarachim:
Eric, creeping forward, trips over an invisible stone in his path and falls, taking 1 damage.
Sarachim:
Oh, right. Got it.
That room looks empty, too.
Eric:
"Anyone got any spells that'll locate him?"
"Ow."
Xiriatl:
"Oh, that's an idea."
Xiriatl:
I cast Locate on Survi.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Leitha:
"It'll just say he's in three different rooms of his house."
Xiriatl:
"No luck. He's too well-concealed."
Sarachim:
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Eric:
"You could try locating the goblins. He might not have been lying about having them."
Wybren:
(Who have what numbers, again?)
Eva Roe:
(I'm 3)
Leitha:
(2)
Xiriatl:
"Knowing where the goblins are won't tell us where Survi is. Have you checked under the furniture for trap doors yet?"
(I'm 6)
Eva Roe:
I head through the north door to D5...
Gramzon:
I move up to M6 and use the butt of my spear to tap the wall on my right and move to M2 doing so unless I find a trap door of some sort.
Sarachim:
c=cabinet, t=table
Gramzon:
(1)
Eric:
I move to J8 and try to conceal myself again.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Sarachim:
I have M6 as the corner of the wall.
Eric:
"Well, maybe he'll show up when we try to rescue the goblins then."
Gramzon:
(L6 to L2.  Does that work?)
Leitha:
I check my room for trapdoors, or secret switches, or blah blah blah.
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Leitha:
(good effort!)
Wybren:
I continue keeping watch from the doorway.
Sarachim:
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Gramzon:
I'll do what I said before only at L5 to L2.
Xiriatl:
(Since we're not really in combat and counting our actions, how about we ditch the map for now and just say what room we're in until such time as Survi shows up again?)
Sarachim:
As Gramzon searches carefully, Survi appears suddenly at H3. He fires at Gramzon, misses, and runs through the door behind him.
Xiriatl:
(Oh, well then.)
"Wybren, get out of the doorway for a minute so we can get in!"
Sarachim:
Leitha, startled by the sudden noise, walks into the door. Fortunately, nothing but her pride is hurt.
Wybren:
I step to the side.
Sarachim:
Eva is a little startled as Survi rushes into her room, which is a small study.
Xiriatl:
I move into the house, to J9.
Sarachim:
Eric?
Eva Roe:
I snarl, firing Ball Lightning at Survi.
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Eva Roe:
(Well that worked)
Sarachim:
It misses, and strikes a bookshelf behind him.
Wybren:
When I hear to commotion, I move to the door at G8, then fire if I see Survi.
Sarachim:
Survi shoots fire at Eva, who senses it coming and dodges it. A cloud of mist appears around Survi.
Sarachim:
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Sarachim:
B=bookshelf, m=mist.
Eva Roe:
I step to F5, then Flameburst C3. "That mist won't help you!"
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Xiriatl:
I move to E! and cast True Sight, spending a stamina point so it lasts a while in case he tries any more tricks.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Gramzon:
I run to G3 and stand in the door way and try to see if I can spot Survi.  (Perception)
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Leitha:
I move to j@ (the entrance), to shut the door, and stand in front of it
Leitha:
(j! sorry. j@ is the actual doorway)
Wybren:
I move to D6 then, and wait for a good shot with the crossbow.
Sarachim:
Eva's spell burns away the mist, and some of Survi, who she can now see standing on C3.
Sarachim:
Wybren, you've got a clear shot now.
Wybren:
I aim carefully and fire (1 stamina).
OnlineHost:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Wybren:
(Bah.)
Eric:
I move to H3. Is there anything close to hand there?
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Gramzon:
(Oh my god.  Always with my religion rolls.)
Eric:
(Heh)
Xiriatl:
(So to speak.)
Sarachim:
Wybren's shot misses.
Sarachim:
Diki, there's a small end table by the bed you could grab.
Eric:
Excellent.
I grab the end table and spend a stamina to at throw it at C3.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Sarachim:
The table falls short.
Eva Roe:
(Holy crap.)
Sarachim:
Lightning strikes ominously in the distance. Survi launches a bolt of fire at Eva and hits for 2 damages. The bookshelves in this room begin to move, and advance on the party.
Sarachim:
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Gramzon:
I throw my shoulder into my bookshelf trying to knock it over.  (Strength)
OnlineHost:
rowenoct27 rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Xiriatl:
If I drink a Stimulant potion, can I get to E3 this turn and still attack?
Sarachim:
Thuryl, yes, but no further.
Xiriatl:
That's all I'll need. I drink the stimulant, move to E3, and spend a stamina point to sling alchemist's fire at Survi.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Sarachim:
Gramzon throws his shoulder into the bookshelf, and passes right through it. The lack of resistance makes him stumble. (No more actions this turn.)
Gramzon:
"Whoa.  Is anything in here even real?"
Sarachim:
Xiriatl darts through the melee, loads his sling, and fires. He misses, but the burst of fire nicks Survi.
Wybren:
(A gold piece says we're still in the swamp.)
Wybren:
I quickly load and fire another bolt at Survi.
OnlineHost:
dintiradan rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Eric:
I ignore the bookshelves, leap over Gramzon, and move to C2.
Eva Roe:
I march past the bookshelves to D3, preparing another Ball Lightning spell. "Surrender now! And we might let you live!"
Eva Roe:
(Roll?)
Sarachim:
Wybren hits. Oddly, even though you've hit him several times now, you don't see any wounds on him.
Eric:
I reach out and try to grab Survi.
Eva Roe:
(Hang on)
Sarachim:
Survi pauses, briefly, as though considering this. "What will you do with me?"
He looks fine, but his voice is raspy and weak,
Xiriatl:
"First, tell us what really happened to the goblins."
Sarachim:
"I captured one. It died. The others have moved on."
Xiriatl:
"So the body in the swamp... was that your doing, or not?"
Sarachim:
". . . where in the swamp?"
Wybren:
I walk forward, keeping the crossbow pointed at him. "Just 'died'?"
Xiriatl:
"Wouldn't you know, if you put it there?"
Sarachim:
"She was sick. I did not know this when I took her. I did my best, but I am not a healer."
"There could be many bodies in the swamp."
Xiriatl:
"Why did you capture her? Did the goblins really kill the people of your village? Were there ever other people in this village in the first place?"
Sarachim:
"No. It is an illusion."
"I prefer solitude, but goblins have tried to kill me before."
Gramzon:
I leave the room and start checking the other rooms again for any more signs of an illusion.
Xiriatl:
"I thought as much. So you captured one, unprovoked?"
Wybren:
I clear my throat. "Her? No more lying, 'friend'."
Xiriatl:
"And then when we asked about it, you attacked us? I wonder why anyone would try to kill you."
Sarachim:
"I'm not lying. My prisoner was female."
Sarachim:
(If I used he elsehwere, that was a mistake.)
Eric:
"Show us the body, or where you buried her. Now."
Sarachim:
"Adventurers have also tried to kill me before. There are so many of you. I was frightened."
Wybren:
(Goblin head we found earlier was male, yes.)
Sarachim:
"I will. First, I must know what you plan for me."
Sarachim:
(Oh, that was male, yes.)
Xiriatl:
"That depends. Do you know anything about any unusual weather, of magical origin, that has occurred recently?"
Sarachim:
"No."
Xiriatl:
"Then you are of no concern to us. We have no reason to cause you further harm, as long as we are satisfied you are not a threat to our safety or that of our crew."
Eva Roe:
"That is, so long as you don't try any more tricks."
Sarachim:
"Do the rest of you agree with that?"
Gramzon:
(Yelling from the front door.) “Make him end his illusions.”
Eric:
"I want to find the goblins, not harm anyone."
Sarachim:
"They went west."
Wybren:
"I agree with my dragonborn friend. Drop the illusions, if you please."
Xiriatl:
"Yes. I am curious to see who and what you really are."
Sarachim:
"Fine." The bookshelves in this room disappear. Before your eyes, Survi seems to change into a small, badly wounded elf.
Xiriatl:
"There. Is the truth so painful?"
Sarachim:
"Actually. . . (gasp) yes. I am in considerable pain."
Eric:
"Eva?"
"Are you able to heal him?"
Sarachim:
You hear someone moving in the kitchen.
Xiriatl:
"Is that wise? He seems to be in no imminent danger of death, and-- wait, what's that?"
Leitha:
Can I see what makes the noise from my position by the front door?
Gramzon:
(Called out from the kitchen) "I'm making some tea. Anyone want some?  You want some Survi?"
Sarachim:
Yeah, it's just Gramzon.
Wybren:
"..."
Leitha:
"Seriously. Idiots."
Wybren:
"What?"
Eva Roe:
"...Possibly. But I'd prefer to make sure everything checks out first before just healing him up."
Sarachim:
"Well, Eva? Will you heal me?"
"I am. . . (he labors for a moment) hurt worse than I look." As he finishes, he falls to one knee.
Eric:
"Gramzon, I'd like your rope for a minute, please."
Leitha:
"Eva. Stabilise him, make sure he wont die, but dont heal him. This could be the illusion, not the other Survi"
Eva Roe:
I cast a heal spell to stabilize Survi. Take 10?
Wybren:
"Does make sense, though. He's doing worse than he looks because of the gas, right Xiriatl?"
Sarachim:
Yes, you may take 10.
Eva Roe:
I take 10
Sarachim:Some of Survi's wounds close. He is still hurt, but seems much better.
Gramzon:
I sept out of the kitchen with my rope in my hand.  "Here you go Eric, but I don't think we will need that for him."
Sarachim:
"Thank you, friend. I can manage for myself now. Is our business concluded?"
Eric:
"Just in case."
I put my hand on Survi's shoulder. "Where is the dead goblin?"
Sarachim:
Survi looks at the rope in pathetic dismay, but does not resist.
"Ah, of course, the dead goblin. I would prefer not to say. Goodbye."
Survi sinks through the floor beneath him.
Gramzon:
"Not until I've had that tea that you offered me first. Your lack of hospitality is quite disturbing."  I go back into the kitchen.
Wybren:
(Can Wybren fire off a shot in time?)
Eva Roe:
"...You know, I saw that coming."
Xiriatl:
"Wait! Is there-- well, so much for that."
Sarachim:
Wybren could try, but it'd be a tough shot.
Wybren:
(No idea if it will do any good, but still...)
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Sarachim:
The bolt misses Survi's sinking head by inches. A moment later, he is gone.
Wybren:
"Gah!"
Xiriatl:
"He was weak, as all who rely on lies are weak. But I am an alchemist, not a judge. If he is no further threat, then we should leave him be."
"In any case, now we know that the surviving goblins were headed west... assuming he was not leading us to our deaths."
Gramzon:
I pop my head back into the room, "Some thing wrong Wybren?"
Sarachim:
In the kitchen, the water for Gramzon's tea begins to boil.
Eric:
"Nothing to worry about. Fix your tea, and then we'll move on."
Wybren:
"Argh! Gramzon, we won't be needing as much tea."
Eva Roe:I aim a kick at where Survi was.
Wybren:
Shaking my head, I move around the house, trying to salvage as many bolts as possible.
Xiriatl:
Now that things have calmed down, I drink my Stamina potion.
Sarachim:
You hear a scream that sounds like Survi beneath your feet, and a heavy thunk. A moment later, the floor he was just standing on fades away, to reveal an open trapdoor and a ladder.
Gramzon:
"Hmm,"  I go back to my tea.
Wybren:
(I fired off 5 tonight, not sure how many hit Survi.)
Xiriatl:
"Well, that's disconcerting."
Triumph takes over Gramzon again.
Sarachim:
(You got all five back. I assume Eva removed any that stuck in him as part of the healing.)
Wybren:
(Great.)
Eva Roe:
I head down the ladder.
Eric:
I peer down into the new room.
Gramzon:
Hearing the noises, I come into the room, sipping my tea.
Sarachim:
It's dark down there. You'd have to descend to see anything.
Eva Roe:
Can I conjure a small flame to see down here?
Eric:
I climb down ahead of Eva.
Gramzon:
"Did someone just scream?"
Leitha:
Hearing the noises, I join the others too.
Wybren:
If Eva doesn't light a flame, I'll pull out one of my torches.
Sarachim:
You could conjure a flame, but your view from above would still be restricted.
Eva Roe:
That's alright, I was climbing down.
Sarachim:
Oh, right.
Gramzon:
I vigilantly sip my tea.
Wybren:"So, did he just drop all the way down? The sound might be illusionary, too."
Sarachim:
Eva and Eric climb down the ladder. It descends through a short, narrow shaft, then ends in a low, dark room.
Xiriatl:
(How many Stamina do I regain from the potion?)
Eric:
I look around the dark room as best I can.
Eva Roe:
As do I.
Sarachim:
Inside, they see a large metal cage against the far wall. Its door hangs open at an odd angle. In front of it, there is a female goblin, with manacles on her hands, standing over something in shadow.
(4 stamina, Thuryl.)
Xiriatl:
(Thanks)
Sarachim:
A closer look reveals that it is Survi. He is not breathing.
Eva Roe:
(as in he regained 4 stamina, or has 4 stamina?)
Xiriatl:
(I was on 3 before, so...)
Sarachim:
(The former.)
Eva Roe:
Is the goblin alive?
Eric:
"Well, that takes care of that problem. Excuse me, miss?"
Sarachim:
The goblin looks up at the pair. Eric and Eva see her face pass from relief to sudden comprehension to horror.
"I'm real! Don't kill me!"
Xiriatl:
Now that I'm refreshed, I climb down the ladder after the other two.
Eva Roe:
"Erm... Unlike skippy here, I generally ask first and shoot later."
I check Survi for a pulse.
Eric:
"Don't worry. We don't want to hurt you."
Sarachim:
He has none.
"Oh, good. I thought you might think I was him, in disguise."
The look on her face tells you she's still afraid you might decide that.
Leitha:
I climb down the ladder after Xiriatl
Xiriatl:
"Why were you imprisoned here?"
Gramzon:
I finish my tea, return the teacup to the kitchen, and then wait by the cellar entrance, listening, and watching just in case Survi has any more traps.
Wybren:
Once I gather up all my bolts, I head down as well.
Eva Roe:
"I believe this is the definition of irony. If he hadn't tried to escape, he would have lived." I look around for anything else in the room. Perception:
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Eric:
"Tell me how he captured you."
Sarachim:
"I don't know. I was away from the tribe, hunting, and the next thing I knew the boar I was tracking was shooting fire at me."
Xiriatl:
"I wonder... would he really have fallen to his death like that, in his own house? There are spells that allow one to feign death. But as long as he doesn't move, I suppose it isn't our concern."
Sarachim:
There is nothing else in this room, but a low passage leads away from it.
Eric:
I search Survi's body.
Eva Roe:
"He wasn't expecting to get kicked in the head, I think."
Sarachim:
"He didn't fall. I escaped. When he came down, I hit him from behind."
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Eva Roe:
"Oh."
Dantius:
(Thuryl, what spells do you have prepared? Vision, True Seeing, Detect History, and Locate?)
Wybren:
I reach the bottom of the ladder. "Hullo! I see he was lying about his prisoner being dead. Surprise, surprise."
Leitha:
"Xir... Spell check?"
Eric:
"Your tribe?" I ask the goblin.
Xiriatl:
(Those, plus Portent and Detect Magic.)
Sarachim:
Survi is wearing a gold ring, and his clothes. He is not carrying anything else.
Xiriatl:I cast True Sight, and look at Survi and the goblin.
Eric:
Is the ring magical in any way?
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Sarachim:
"Yes. We were on a ship that wrecked here, and decided we would prefer to leave."
Sarachim:
You can't tell by looking, Eric.
Leitha:
"Sorry, what is your name?"
Eric:
I put the ring away for later, then.
Xiriatl:
"Well, if you're Survi, which I don't think is the case, then you certainly did a good job of interrogating your prisoner. Can I ask why you left?"
Sarachim:
"Oh, my name! I'm Gorgut."
Leitha:
"Okay Gorgut. What was the name of the ship you were on?"
Sarachim:
"Work on the ship was hard, and we were not good at it. The other crew did not respect us. We come from a swamp, and decided to return to it."
Xiriatl:
"I see. Besides you, were there any other casualties along the way, during your journey through the swamp?"
Sarachim:
"The ship was called the Serene Wind. One other died. We buried him, and set him to watch for the band that was pursuing us."
". . . wait, is that you?" She was starting to calm, but now she's frightened again.
Xiriatl:
"We don't mean you any harm."
Leitha:
"Then you aren't Survi, for sure. We told him of the wreck, but not the name of the ship."
Sarachim:
Her face lights up. "I can go back to my tribe?"
Wybren:
I mouth silently: "set him to watch?" and shudder.
Xiriatl:
"What happened to the one who died? We found him buried with his bones picked nearly clean and his head on a pole."
Sarachim:
"A giant snake got him in the night."
"As he was keensighted in life, we knew he could be trusted to watch for us."
Xiriatl:
I look up meaningfully at Gramzon.
Eva Roe:
"Serene wind..."
Xiriatl:
"I see. So, 'stop it' -- that was a warning to your pursuers, to stop their search?"
Sarachim:
"Yes."
Gramzon:
I look around perceptively and meaningfully.
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Sarachim:
"I see you did not listen. Lucky for me."
Xiriatl:
"Yes."
Eric:
"I haven't found a key for the manacles. Anyone skilled with mechanics to get them off?"
Leitha:
"I'll take a look."
Sarachim:
"You must be very brave. Few goblins would ignore such a clear warning."
Wybren:
(Inspiring tale on Leitha)
Leitha:
I examine the locks on the manacles, and see how easily they'd break/be picked
(thievery:)
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Gramzon:
"I have some skill with metal and tools, and the tools as well," I call down.
Wybren:
(booyah)
Xiriatl:
"We are on an urgent mission, and we need you and your tribe's assistance to rebuild our ship."
Sarachim:
You could pick them with trivial ease.
Wybren:
(now I have to think of some epic tale.)
Leitha:
I do so.
Wybren:
"Hey, Leitha, I once knew a... oh, they're off already. Never mind."
Sarachim:
She rubs her wrists, and looks at Leitha gratefully. "Thank you."
Sarachim:(Heh, nice one Dinti.)
Eric:
"I think you'd better remember this in case you ever need to inspire anyone in lockpicking again."
Rowen returns again.
Leitha:
"Okay, but next time I want two epic stories, Wybren."
Wybren:
"It's what I do, miss." I take a mock bow.
Sarachim:
Gorgut is quiet for a moment. "You might have an urgent mission, but I do not. I will not return."
Leitha:
I turn to Gorgut. "Will any of the others? We ask only for your help building the ship. You could stay here afterwards.”
"Well, not here, but you know what I mean."
Xiriatl:
"You made a contract with the captain, did you not? Has he violated that agreement in any way? Has he refused to pay you? Has he mistreated you?"
Wybren:
"Besides, your group was gone for how long, and you nearly died, and a friend of yours did. There is safety in numbers."
Sarachim:
". . . yes, a contract. We took it for a goblin contract. Dwarven ones apparently work differently. We did not like this."
"We are people of a swamp. We will be safer here than at sea, and happier."
Eric:
"Why did you leave your swamp and join the crew in the first place?"
Sarachim:
"Forglung talked us into it. He said we could make money."
Wybren:
"Beg pardon, miss, but I think we have different definitions of 'safer'."
Eric:
"Is he your leader?"
Xiriatl:
"So although you have no valid claim against the captain, you have no intention to keep your word and return to work. Do I understand you correctly?"
Sarachim:
"Sort of. We usually listen to him. When we crashed, he said he had found one who would lead us, and to follow him there. So we did."
Leitha:
"Then take us to him Gorgut. Take us to your leader."
Sarachim:
She frowns at Xiriatl. It changes her face in a surprising way, and suddenly she looks quite fierce. "The captain did not explain the contract properly. It does not bind me."
Wybren:I nudge Xiriatl and whisper, "You know, the whole 'Grah! I am a servant of Truth! Argh' thing didn't work so good last time."
Sarachim:
Gramzon climbs back up, then returns a moment later with the teakettle and several cups.
Xiriatl:
"If she had a valid cause of action, she would not be so vague in her complaints. I am not eager to shelter one whose word cannot be trusted."
Sarachim:
Eva returns from the tunnel.
Xiriatl:
"After all, she has betrayed one leader already. Who is to say she will not betray us as well?"
Sarachim:
"You do not need to shelter me. Let me go, and I will try to find my tribe."
Wybren:
"Well, perhaps a renegotiation would be best for everyone involved, then. Seeing that the goblins can walk away at any time, I'm sure you'll have a strong position."
Gramzon:
"If we are going to keep talking for this long lets all do it over some tea."  I pour out the cups and pass them out to everyone, including Gorgut.
Sarachim:
"No. We did not like the sea. It was a mistake to go."
Xiriatl:
"Would you at least stay long enough to repair the ship? If you are as poor at the work as you claim, perhaps the captain can be convinced to let you go after that."
Eva Roe:
"Guys, you should see what's back there... It's like some sort of stage or arena."
Sarachim:
She frowns again at the word "poor." "Money is not worth it. Tell the captain he can keep our back pay."
Gramzon:
"I'll go have a look."  I go in that direction.
Eva Roe:
"At any rate, can we move this upstairs? This dungeon is giving me the creeps."
Xiriatl:
"Gorgut, you should know that we will continue to seek out your tribe. If we cannot convince you, perhaps we can convince others." I follow Gramzon.
Sarachim:
"Perhaps we can convince you. You might like Forglung."
Eric:
I roll my eyes behind Xiriatl's back.
Sarachim:
"But then, you like the captain. That is very strange."
Leitha:
whisper to Gorgut: "Though more likely, we'll probably let you get on with it when we've met Forglung."
(normal voice:) "Ha. We are not fond of the Captain. No way."
Eva Roe:
"Whoa, whoa, WHOA. Who said anything about liking the captain?"
Sarachim:
"You are free, but you keep doing what he told you to. Why else would you?"
Leitha:
"It's very important we get somewhere."
"Lots of lives are at stake."
Wybren:
"Because we need to get off this island." I tap my lower lip thoughtfully. "You want to remain here, yet in our opinion things are unsafe on this island. You aren't willing to work for the money..."
Sarachim:
"Why? What do you have to do?"
Leitha:
"There's a terrible storm. It has cut off a whole city. People are starving."
Wybren:
"What if I told you a large number of others want to settle here as well? The captain isn't going to let them, but maybe he will if you agree to work on the ship until it's fixed. Again, there is safety in numbers."
Sarachim:
"Forglung said the source of the storms is nearby."
Leitha:
"...he did?"
Sarachim:
"Yes."
Leitha:
"...do you know where we are? What the island is called?"
Sarachim:
"Ouracasos."
Eva Roe:
I swallow.
Gramzon:
(Landsharks!!!!)
Ephesos:
(win)
Eva Roe:
"Ouracasos?"
"You mean... THE Ouracasos?"
Sarachim:
"Yes. It is not for the weak, but I know you are very brave."
"Maybe not very bright, but Forglung can help steer you."
Eric:
"Sliros preserve us."
"Will you take us to the rest of your tribe, then?"
Dantius:
(oh dear.  Are landsharks flammable?)
Eva Roe:
(Dear Tanann, let's hope not.)
Sarachim:
"If we can find them. Forglung did not tell me the way to our new leader, but maybe we can follow."
Wybren:
"New leader?"
Dantius:
(New interlude for Kurex:  Goes to Ouracasos and lights landsharks on fire!)
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Sarachim:
"Yes. Forglung says he is a great man, a hero beloved by all."
Wybren:
"Does this hero have a name?"
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Sarachim:
"Forglung called him Doran."
Sarachim:
"Now, if you promise not to make any of us do anything we do not want to, I will help you find my tribe."
Eva Roe:
"I give my word. However, I don't think it's a good idea to head out right now. It's getting late, and some of us need rest."
Eric:
"I promise I will not force your tribe to rebuild the ship."
Sarachim:
". . . or do anything else."
Leitha:
"We won't force you to do anything you don't want to. Not even Xiriatl."
Wybren:
"That's right, no one's forcing anyone to do anything. I still think it's in your tribe's best interest to help out, though."
Sarachim:
She thinks this over. "I think so, too, but Forglung will decide."
Eric:
"Oh, fine. Or anything else."
"What 'anything else' are you worried about, though?"
Sarachim:
"If you need rest, now is a good time. It's almost night. I will spend the time searching for my tribe's trail. With luck, I will be ready to guide you by morning."
"I am not afraid of anything. I am much more careful with words now."
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Eric:I shrug. "Fair enough."
Sarachim:
"Now, if there is no more, I will get started. Tracking is hard work." She puts a hand on the ladder.
Eric:
I duck into the other tunnel real fast to see what Eva was talking about.
Sarachim:
Gorgut kicks Sirvi's corpse, and climbs into the house.
Eva Roe:
I give Survi's corpse a good kick too, and follow Eric.
Wybren:
"Welp." I look at the others still there. "We burying him, cremating him, what?"
Xiriatl:
"We should search the body for valuables first. No sense in letting them go to waste."
Wybren:
"I think Eric already did that."
Eric:
"He had a ring. Can you tell whether it's magic or not?" I pass the ring over.
Gramzon:
"I'll bury him."
Xiriatl:
I cast Detect Magic.
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Gramzon:
I hoist him over my shoulder and move back up into the house and outside with Survi.
Eva Roe:
I follow Gramzon.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. The ring affects people's minds in some way. Not the wearer, but those who perceive him."
Gramzon:
"Do ou you think you could summon up a shovel Eva?  Please."
Sarachim:
Gorgut has already left the house. Survi is light, and you carry him without trouble.
Wybren:
"So, what are we writing on his tombstone? 'Survi, liar who literally couldn't tell the truth to save his life'? I like that one, myself."
Eric:
I take the ring back. "Thanks."
Xiriatl:
"I think it may intensify emotions. Why he would want such an item, I am not sure."
Eva Roe:
I rifle through my pack.
Xiriatl:
"And as for these chambers we are in, I cannot speak to their purpose, but I think they have been abandoned since long before we were born."
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Eric:
"Anyone have a torch so we could explore?"
Eva Roe:
I pull a shovel out of my pack.
Wybren:
"I could see why the ring would be useful to an illusionist. Conjure up something that looks frightening, and the victim is even more frightened."
Sarachim:
Wanna end here? We're between stages.
Xiriatl:
Fair enough.
Gramzon:
(Okay.)
Wybren:
(Save point!)
Eric:
Fine with me.
Eva Roe:
Sure, but there's a few things I want to do in the middle.
Sarachim:
Ok, no problem.
We can still deal with little stuff. I'd just prefer not to begin the next big task, whatever it may be.
Gramzon:
I want to bury Survi still.  If that can be done out of AIM then that is okay.
Xiriatl:
Oh. Well, in that case, I'll do a quick search of the house for anything magical or otherwise valuable.
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Eva Roe:
And rest. A few people need to rest.
Sarachim:
Gramzon buries Survi quickly and without ceremony.
Xiriatl searches the house thoroughly, but finds no items of note.
Wybren:
What does the village look like now that Survi is dead?
Leitha:
I'm going to check out some of the houses in the village for valuables.
Sarachim:
It's gone.
Leitha:
Oh.No I'm not. :p
Sarachim:
Sorry, forgot you hadn't seen that yet. :P
Wybren:
See, this is why it would have been awesome if I'd rolled a 20 on my Discordant Chant instead of a 1. Survi clutches his face, the goblins disappear, the village disappears...
Wybren:
We find it was just the Matrix...
Sarachim:
Heh.
Xiriatl:
"You all have my apologies for my part in bringing that conflict upon us, but I had to seek the truth. My sacred vows permit no less. Besides, if it weren't for our investigation, we would never have found Gorgut."
Leitha:
I'll do a thorough search of the house instead then, looking for valuables.
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Sarachim:
Leitha doesn't find much. The place doesn't look very lived-in. You suspect Survi may have had his primary residence elsewhere.
Wybren:
"Eh, it ended well enough, at least. And he might have attacked us anyway."
Sarachim:
Is there anything I've missed?
Xiriatl:
"It certainly seems as if he attacked Gorgut without provocation. It is a pity we will probably never know why."
Gramzon:
I gather up some items to use to make torches with once I'm done burying Survi.
Then I rest for the night.
Leitha:
I'll take the first watch
Sarachim:
You find some dry grass, and make handles by breaking the legs off of Survi's chair.
Gramzon:
I'll take third watch.
Eric:
I'll take second watch.
Sarachim:
Watchers, roll perception.
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Eric:
(Uh-oh.)
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Gramzon:
(Good thing Survi is dead already.)
Leitha:
haha
Eva Roe:
I'll take fourth watch.
Wybren:
Guess the session hasn't ended yet...
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Eva Roe:
(Holy crap)
Sarachim:
Nothing disturbs your sleep. You wake up, refreshed, to find Gorgut standing over you and tapping her foot impatiently.
Sarachim:
End session.

